NOTICE INVITING QUOTATIONS

23.1.2012

Quotations are invited for LCD Projectors, the specifications of which are enclosed herewith. The quotation must be submitted in One sealed cover (Technical Specifications and Financial Bid in two separate envelopes) in the office of HEAD, ETSC, IIT DELHI latest by 15th February, 2012.

Please include the following in the quotation:

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Letter from Manufacturer authorizing specifically to quote for this tender is to be attached with authenticity of dealership/agency and dealer should be authorized service provider.

Payment will be made after successful and satisfactory installation

Specify the period of validity of the quotation

Earnest Money (EMD) of amount Rs. 25,000/-be paid through the scheduled bank/bankers cheque/demand draft in favour of Registrar, IIT Delhi and must be submitted with the financial bid.

Price should be quoted in Indian Rupees (INR) inclusive of all taxes

THE INSTITUTE RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJECT ANY QUOTATION NOCONFORMITY WITH THE ABOVE SPECIFICATIONS AND CONDITIONS.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR WIRELESS MULTIMEDIA PROJECTOR

Native Resolution : XGA
Brightness : 3000 Lumens
Contrast : 2000:1
Aspect Ratio : 4:3
LCD Type : 0.63 inches
Input Signal : 2 x RGB/Component/Video/S.Video
Output Signal : 1 x RGB
Direct Power : ON/OFF

3 Years Comprehensive on site warranty for Lamp and Projector
Installation with Ceiling Mount Kit and Lockable Security arrangements